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SHARŌN BROOKS

STATISTICS

HEIGHT WAIST

CHEST HIPS

168CM 77.4CM

81CM 91.4CM

10 SHOE 10 DRESS

09/11/1977

RUBY BLUE

DOB

AGENT

AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN

Sharon Brooks, originally from Barbados, brings a world of experiences to her acting
career. After winning the National Richard Stoute Teen Talent Competition, Sharon's
journey saw her traverse the globe, absorbing various cultures, honing her artistic
crafts, and captivating audiences on international music platforms. Each of these
experiences has not only shaped her unique musical style but has also provided
incredible depth and breadth to her acting abilities.

Her acting prowess is visible through her diverse performances across mediums.
Whether it's her critically acclaimed appearances at renowned music festivals in
Australia, opening for Australian rock legends, Jon Stevens and Dragon, or a feature
role in Baz Luhrmann-directed blockbuster "Elvis," and the NBC series “Young Rock”
(S1 E7), Sharon displays an impressive range of acting and performance skills.

Her collaboration with Luhrmann, an internationally recognised director known for his
stylistic films, signifies her capability to work with high-profile industry professionals
and leave a strong impression on her performances.

In addition to her diverse music career, Sharon Brooks has made significant strides in
acting, having worked on an array of prominent television series and films. She's been
part of NBC's hit series "La Brea" created by David Appelbaum and starring Natalie
Zea, Eoin Macken, and Chiké Okonkwo, as well as Amazon Originals' "The Wilds,"
created by Sarah Streicher and starring Rachel Griffiths, Sophia Ali, and Shannon
Berry. Moreover, Sharon has appeared in Trent Dalton's "Boy Swallows Universe,"
featuring Travis Fimmel, Simon Baker and Australian acting icon Bryan Brown, "In Our
Blood" an Australian ABC production, and "Seriously Red," a film directed by Gracie
Otto and starring Krew Boylan, Daniel Webber, and Rose Byrne. 

These engagements further testify to Sharon's versatility and her ability to blend
seamlessly into various film and TV environments.

Actor 
Singer
Songwriter

Music Producer 
Dramaturg
Acting and Music Teacher

Stage and Theater 
Event Producer
CEO



UNIQUE SELLING
POINTS

EXPERIENCE AND
SKILL SET

Sharon is not just an actor; she's a performer in the
fullest sense of the word. With her roots in music, she

brings a rhythmic, musical quality to her acting that
sets her apart. Her time as a lead vocalist and her

knack for engaging audiences give her an on-screen
presence that's hard to overlook.

 
Moreover, Sharon's multicultural experiences, fluency
in both English and French and the ability to adapt to

diverse environments make her an asset for a wide
range of roles. Her experience working in different

markets and with diverse casts and crews equip her
with the ability to create authentic, believable
performances that resonate with international

audiences.
 

Sharon is a seasoned industry professional with
extensive experience in front of the camera, behind

the mic, and on the stage. Her range of talents, acting,
singing, songwriting, and producing are evidence of

her creative prowess and versatility.
 

She's not just in front of the camera; Sharon has also
showcased her skills behind the scenes, writing and
arranging music and vocals, and producing content.

Her comprehensive understanding of the creative
process, from inception to final product, adds depth

to her performances and makes her a well-rounded
addition to any cast or crew.

 



MULTILINGUAL TALENT
 

Sharon's ability to speak both English and French fluently widens her versatility
as an actor, enabling her to convincingly portray a range of characters and

adapt to roles that require bilingual communication. This skill also positions her
uniquely in the global film industry, making her an attractive prospect for

international and multilingual productions.

 
MUSICAL HIGHLIGHTS AND

ACHIEVEMENTS
 

Sharon Brooks, a gifted artist from Barbados, began her musical journey by
winning the National Richard Stoute Teen Talent Competition. She then

ventured beyond her home, honing her craft with renowned Caribbean bands
and reggae icons. In Toronto, she explored diverse genres as the lead vocalist for

the jazz band "Selective Collective" and the R&B band "Motor City", experiences
that inspired her debut album, "A Taste of Life."

 
Moving to Montreal, Sharon established herself as a sought-after vocalist,

performer, and songwriter, leading to her sophomore EP "Defining Me." She has
collaborated with global music icons like Deborah Cox, Martha Wash, Jonas, and

Jean Leloup (L’eclerc). With music placements in TV and film, two independent
albums, and her role as the lead singer of funk band “PocketLove,” Sharon has

showcased her musical talents on stages worldwide.
 

Sharon also spearheaded a philanthropic project, penning and producing the
30-artist single "Shine" for charity. Through her diverse music career, Sharon

Brooks has influenced the international music scene and continues to inspire
musicians across the globe.She has been involved in writing, arranging, and

producing music, which adds a distinctive layer to her abilities as a performer.
This musical background allows her to bring a rhythmic, melodious quality to

her performances that captivate audiences and critics alike.
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